Major histocompatibility complex-regulated odortypes: peptide-free urinary volatile signals.
Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes influence urinary odors (odortypes) of mice. That volatile odorants are involved is supported by the observation that odortype identity can be detected from a distance. Furthermore, chemical analyses of urines have revealed numerous volatile odorants that differ in relative abundance between mice that differ only in MHC genotypes. In addition, urines from MHC-different mice evoke distinct odor-induced activity maps in the main olfactory bulbs. However, recent studies report that non-volatile MHC class I peptides may directly act as MHC-associated signals and may thereby be seen to call into question the evidence for a volatile MHC signal. To evaluate this question, we designed a procedure to collect peptide-free urinary volatiles and tested these volatiles for their ability to mediate chemosensory discrimination of MHC-congenic mice differing in their MHC genotype. The headspace volatiles from urines of C57BL/6 congenic mice (haplotypes H2(b) and H2(k)) were collected by solid phase microextraction (SPME). These volatiles were then desorbed into a gas chromatograph (GC) and the entire chromatographic eluate was collected into a buffer solution. Our results conclusively demonstrate that mice trained to discriminate between unadulterated urinary signals of the congenic mice generalize the discrimination, without reward or training, to the buffer solution containing the peptide-free urinary volatiles (p<0.001, binomial test). Thus volatile signals, perhaps along with non-volatile ones, are capable of mediating behavioral discriminations of mice of different MHC genotypes.